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If you are looking for
that “something different” to entertain your
guests,

Suhani Shah is the hottest name in Indian
Magic today. With wonderful skills in
sleight of hand, mind reading, situational
comedy and audience participation, she
brings audiences to their feet. Suhani
blends all genres of magic into her performances including, mentalism, physical
grand illusions, levitations, blindfolded
presentations and visual effects with
world-class illusions along with participa-

You are looking for
Suhani Shah!

YouTube
Facebook
Twitter
Webpage

tion of the audience and cracking humour
combined with music, dance and lot of
fun. She has intimate shows designed for
banquet hall to grand illusion shows that
will play for a huge crowd. Suhani’s corporate appearances have been witnessed
and appreciated by a host of companies in
their company nights, meets, conferences
and product launches. She has performed
for education institutions, corporate companies, IPL parties, celebrity nights and
national & international television. You
can have a view of these performances on
her YouTube channel. Her unique performance style and offbeat approach to her
art has won the hearts of millions across
India and abroad.

Suhani also works as a hypnotherapist, life coach and is successfully running her mind nourishing centre in Goa, India since 2009. She has also written five books on mind nourishing techniques, universal laws and destiny designing. Suhani Shah is a professional in understanding the
way people think, behave and react in certain conditions. She has taken what he has learnt from
the fields of mind psychology and human behavior and combined them with psychological techniques to create a whole new show. In this show, Suhani seems to enter the minds of the audience, shows you how the mind is distracted, predicts events and even gambles with fate. Experiments in telepathy, lie detection, and other mind bending demonstrations will leave you going
‘mental’! Highly interactive corporate entertainments which will leave an audience thinking
“Was it real?” and give them something to talk about for a long time.
Suhani will work magic for you. Magic has an appeal unlike any other art form and Suhani takes her
magic to a level that is long remembered by those who witness it. Suhani with her team is ready to
discuss your specific needs and custom make special shows for your requirements. The best trick
that Suhani can pull is to live up to your expectations and make your vision a reality, whether an
entertainment programme or a product or concept oriented show.

